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ABSTRACT

Objective To describe national patterns of National Health Service (NHS) analysis of mismatch repair (MMR) genes in England using individual-level data submitted to the National Disease Registration Service (NDRS) by the NHS regional molecular genetics laboratories.

Design Laboratories submitted individual-level patient data to NDRS against a prescribed data model, including (1) patient identifiers, (2) test episode data, (3) per-gene results and (4) detected sequence variants. Individualised per-laboratory algorithms were designed and applied in NDRS to extract and map the data to the common data model. Laboratory-level MMR activity audit data from the Clinical Molecular Genetics Society/Association of Clinical Genomic Science were used to assess early years’ missing data.

Results Individual-level data from patients undergoing NHS MMR germline genetic testing were submitted from all 13 English laboratories performing MMR analyses, comprising in total 16722 patients (9649 full-gene, 7073 targeted), with the earliest submission from 2000. The NDRS dataset is estimated to comprise >60% of NHS MMR analyses performed since inception of NHS MMR analysis, with complete national data for full-gene analyses for 2016 onwards. Out of 9649 full-gene tests, 2724 had an abnormal result, approximately 70% of which were (likely) pathogenic. Data linkage to the National Cancer Registry demonstrated colorectal cancer was the most frequent cancer type in which full-gene analysis was performed.

Conclusion The NDRS MMR dataset is a unique national pan-laboratory amalgamation of individual-level clinical and genomic patient data with pseudonymised identifiers enabling linkage to other national datasets. This growing resource will enable longitudinal research and can form the basis of a live national genomic disease registry.

INTRODUCTION

Lynch syndrome (LS) is a hereditary cancer predisposition syndrome caused by pathogenic germline genetic variants in one of four mismatch repair (MMR) genes, MSH2, MLH1, PMS2 and MSH6.1 It is associated with elevated risk of colorectal, endometrial, ovarian, upper urinary tract, upper gastrointestinal tract, brain and prostate cancers.2 Management of LS includes early-onset endoscopic surveillance of the gastrointestinal tract, aspirin chemoprophylaxis and risk-reducing gynaecological surgery. Diagnosis of LS may also influence management of cancers when they arise. Approximately 1 out of 300 of the general population and 1 out of 30 of those presenting with either colorectal or endometrial cancer have an underlying diagnosis of LS, making it one of the most common genetic cancer susceptibility syndromes.3,4

Prior to 2017, most testing for LS in England occurred in clinical genetics and was focused on individuals preselected on the basis of their personal and family history of cancer.5 Such testing now runs alongside universal screening of prospectively

WHAT IS ALREADY KNOWN ON THIS TOPIC

⇒ Several studies have reported (1) the frequency of germline mismatch repair (MMR) gene analyses in institution-specific cancer cohorts and (2) retrospectively and prospectively observed cancer incidence for MMR mutation carriers.
⇒ There are no amalgamated national data detailing the frequency and patterns of MMR analyses.
WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS

⇒ This study provides the first detailed population-based national overview of the totality of germline MMR gene analyses conducted within the English NHS, with pseudonymised, individual-level data available for >60% of patients tested.
⇒ This amalgamation of individual patient-level laboratory data for both normal and abnormal results from MMR gene testing enables detailed examination of the patterns of gene testing, abnormal results, variants detected and via record linkage to the English national cancer registry, cancers arising in individuals who received MMR testing.

HOW THIS STUDY MIGHT AFFECT RESEARCH, PRACTICE OR POLICY

⇒ We report a new national patient-level laboratory data collection from all NHS regional molecular genomics laboratories in England, which will be a growing, dynamic resource housed within the National Disease Registration Service.
⇒ Currently, this dataset captures >60% of NHS germline MMR gene analyses performed in England to date, including all of the MMR full-gene analyses since 2016. This resource provides unique opportunities for patient-level record linkage of germline MMR genetic data to nationally collected cancer registrations, treatment and outcomes, thus providing infrastructure by which to initiate a national Lynch Syndrome registry.
⇒ This study illustrates the wide national variability in local laboratory informatic systems by which patient and genomic data are processed and stored. Going forward, coordinated national focus on laboratory data systems is urgently required if we are to optimise high-quality national amalgamation of genomic and clinical data.

identified bowel and endometrial cancers, as recommended by the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) in 2017 and 2020, respectively. Diagnostic testing for LS is typically performed in two steps. First, tumour tissue is examined for the molecular MMR phenotype of microsatellite instability (MSI) or for evidence of deficiency of MMR proteins via immunohistochemistry (IHC). If tumour tissue analysis is abnormal or the pattern of cancers in the family is highly suggestive of LS, the full genetic sequence of the MMR genes is analysed for ‘germline abnormalities’ in a constitutional sample, typically blood (full-gene analysis). For each genetic variant identified on full-gene analysis, a range of evidence is assessed by clinical scientists to assign whether the variant is pathogenic (P), likely pathogenic (LP), uncertain (VUS), likely benign (LB) or benign (B). Following identification of a P or LP variant (hereafter referred to as ‘variant of interest’), targeted analysis for that specific variant is offered to relatives.

In the National Health Service (NHS) of England, germline genetic testing has been provided by a network of 18 regional molecular genetics laboratories. Since initiation of NHS germline MMR gene analyses (hereafter referred to as ‘MMR analyses’) in 1996, 13 out of 18 laboratories have delivered NHS MMR analyses for some/all of the period 1996–2020. Until recently, all details regarding these analyses were held separately on local laboratory systems.

The National Disease Registration Service (NDRS), part of NHS Digital and formerly part of Public Health England (until 2021), comprises the National Cancer Registration and Analysis Service (NCRAS) and the National Congenital Anomaly and Rare Disease Registration Service (NCARDRS). NDRS is responsible for the collection, curation, quality assurance and analysis of data relating to individuals with rare disease and/or cancer in England. In addition to the basic cancer registration record, NCRAS holds datasets on chemotherapy (Systemic Anti-Cancer Therapy Dataset, SACT), radiotherapy (National Radiotherapy Dataset, RTDS), hospital episodes (Hospital Episode Statistics, HES) and recently added a dataset of genetic alterations in cancers (somatic alterations). NDRS provides, therefore, an opportunity to link between datasets.

There has been increasing focus on the importance of national and international amalgamation of patients’ genomic data, reflected in initiation of bodies such as the Global Alliance for Genomics and Health (GA4GH). An amalgamated dataset of NHS germline cancer susceptibility gene analyses linked to a national cancer registry has numerous potential applications for germline variant interpretation, evaluation of national testing pathways, studying outcomes for patients with genetic predisposition to cancer and the creation of patient registries.

Here, we describe a national programme of amalgamation into the NDRS of pseudonymised patient-level laboratory data from NHS MMR analyses dating back to 2000, from the NHS regional molecular genetics laboratories of England. We describe challenges in genetic data amalgamation and analyse historic patterns and volumes of testing to inform discussions on national strategies for Lynch testing.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Pseudonymisation, data extraction and restructuring of laboratory data submissions
In 2016, the 18 NHS regional molecular genetics laboratories of England were surveyed regarding whether they currently or previously performed NHS MMR analyses. Laboratories who reported having performed NHS MMR analyses were supplied with the NDRS common data model to support design of data extracts from their Laboratory Information Management Systems (LIMS). No constraints were imposed regarding format of submitted data extracts. Following iterative optimisation and testing by NDRS of sample data extracts supplied by each laboratory, finalised extracts were submitted via a dedicated application programming interface (API). Historic data dating back as far as locally feasible were incorporated in the first submission, followed by regular submissions of prospective data. Prior to 1 October 2021, data were collected in the NDRS under the legal permissions afforded by Section 251 of the Health and Social Care Act 2006 and subsequently under Section 254 of the Health and Social Care Act 2012.

To facilitate eventual linkage of the data to cancer registrations and other NDRS datasets, reproducible encrypted pseudonyms were created for each patient-level record in the submitted data extracts on upload. Pseudo-ID1 was created from the NHS number and pseudo-ID2 from the postcode and date of birth (DOB). Patient identifiers were automatically removed by the API and not received by NDRS. Pseudo-ID1 and pseudo-ID2 were recreated from NHS numbers, postcodes and DOBs held in the cancer registry and matching on the pseudo-IDs was then performed (figure 1). NDRS have undertaken separate validation of the pseudonymisation and linkage processes (see online supplemental methods for details and results).

Due to variations between laboratories in the structure of the submitted data extracts and field contents, bespoke
algorithms were created to map the submitted data to the NDRS common data model and to derive required data items. Many laboratories submitted variant data embedded in free text (as per clinical report wording), requiring algorithms to recognise and extract Human Genome Variation Society (HGVS)-compliant variant nomenclature. Data items in the NDRS common data model included (1) pseudonymised patient identifiers, (2) test episode data, (3) per-gene results and (4) detected sequence variants (online supplemental table 1). Each laboratory-specific algorithm was iterated and optimised until the total number of tests and abnormal results for each gene was ≥95% concordant between computational and manual extractions of the originally submitted data extracts (online supplemental methods).

Imputation of total historic national laboratory activity

The number of NHS MMR analyses undertaken at each laboratory (total, full-gene and targeted) pre-dating the earliest submissions from each laboratory to NDRS was estimated. This allowed estimation of overall numbers of NHS MMR analyses conducted since initiation of this testing in 1996 and the proportion of analyses captured in the NDRS germline MMR dataset. For this purpose, data were retrieved from the Clinical Molecular Genetics Society/Association of Clinical Genomic Science (CMGS/ACGS) annual per-laboratory audit of MMR analyses, covering financial years 1998–2016. These CMGS/ACGS counts included all English NHS MMR analyses (full-gene and targeted) performed by each laboratory per financial year, but for some laboratories were inflated by inclusion of tests for other patients (devolved nations, overseas, private, research) and MSI analyses. Data comparison for the years where NDRS and CMGS/ACGS data overlapped enabled centre-specific down-adjustment of the MMR analyses counts in the CMGS/ACGS audit data, to account for the inflation of these counts by non-English/non-NHS/MSI analyses, and thus approximate the numbers of full-gene and targeted tests (online supplemental methods and online supplemental table 2).

Estimated counts of total, full-gene and targeted NHS MMR analyses in the entire period between financial years April 1996 and March 2020 were derived from combination of counts of NHS MMR analyses in the NDRS germline MMR dataset with the down-adjusted counts derived from CMGS/ACGS audit data for the years pre-dating NDRS data submission.

Analysis and data linkage

Descriptive analysis of the NDRS germline MMR dataset was limited to tests authorised between calendar years 2001 and 2019 inclusive. Descriptive analyses included historic patterns, volumes and results of MMR gene testing and linkage of the NDRS germline MMR dataset to the NCRAS cancer registry. NDRS data extraction and restructuring were incomplete at the time of analysis for Liverpool Genetics Laboratory (full-gene and targeted tests, n=479) and Sheffield Diagnostic Genetics Service (targeted tests only, n=146); these data comprising 623 out of 16722 patients (3.7% of NHS MMR analyses) were not included in subsequent descriptive analyses.

Where multiple MMR analyses with different test authorisation dates existed for a single patient, these were collapsed into test episodes of maximum 365 days, with the earliest authorisation date taken as the test episode date. Patient-level records in the NDRS germline MMR dataset were deduplicated using matching pseudo-IDs and test episode dates. Linkage to NDRS cancer registrations was undertaken using pseudo-ID1 and pseudo-ID2. When linkage was successful, ICD-10 cancer site codes were retrieved (online supplemental methods).

Due to variation in the earliest patient-level data that laboratories were able to submit and non-inclusion of data from Liverpool Genetics Laboratory (which conducted NHS MMR analyses between 2004 and 2016), the descriptive analyses only reflect all active laboratories for full-gene tests from 2017 onwards. For earlier dates, the full-gene analyses reflect activity in a subset of laboratories.

Patient and public involvement

NDRS is committed to extensive Patient and Public Involvement (PPI), including running public awareness campaigns, webinars, providing publicly downloadable reports and opportunities for public consultation and representation. Additionally, within the Cancer Research UK (CRUK)-funded CanGene-CanVar initiative, on 21 June 2021, Ethox investigators Hallowell and Sahan undertook a 2-hour consultation with seven members of the CanGene-CanVar patient reference panel, which included ethical considerations relating to the routine registration of patient cancer data in the NDRS repository.
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RESULTS
Coverage of MMR data by time and geography
Out of 18 regional molecular genetics laboratories, 13 reported having performed NHS MMR analyses. All 13 of these laboratories submitted data to NDRS. All 13 laboratories submitted full-gene MMR analyses. Only 9 out of 13 laboratories were able to submit data on targeted tests.

The NDRS germline MMR dataset (accessed 6 November 2022) included patient-level data from 16722 patients who had received NHS MMR analyses (9649 full-gene and 7073 targeted) with submissions dating through to November 2021. None of the 13 laboratories were able to extract data for all of their historic MMR analyses, and the earliest patient-level data submitted to NDRS ranged from 2000 to 2015 (online supplemental figure 1).

By integrating counts of NHS MMR analyses in the NDRS germline MMR dataset through March 2020 with down-adjusted estimates of MMR analyses counts from CMGS/ACGS audit data for financial years 1998–2015 (see the Methods section), we estimated a total of 26398 NHS MMR analyses were conducted in England from financial years Apr 1998–Mar 2020. Including interpolation of activity for the 2 years of NHS MMR analysis activity that predate CMGS/ACGS audit data (1996–1998), this estimate increased to 26619, comprising 14191 full-gene and 12428 targeted analyses. Per-laboratory national and temporal coverage from integration of NDRS and CMGS/ACGS analyses counts is shown in figure 2, online supplemental table 2 and online supplemental figure 1. Overall, the NDRS germline MMR dataset is estimated to capture the individual patient-level data of ~60% of the estimated total NHS MMR analyses from first delivery of NHS MMR analyses in 1996 until censoring of NDRS MMR data at March 2020.

There was nationally complete patient-level data from all 13 laboratories for full-gene NHS MMR analyses for the four financial year (fy) period of April 2016–Mar 2020 during which 4744 patients underwent full-gene testing for one or more MMR genes. This represents a mean annual national rate for England of MMR analyses during that period of 1186 full-gene analyses/year. Overall, the number of patients in England undergoing NHS MMR analyses has exhibited a steady increase over time (figure 2). Between April 2016–Mar 2020, the number of full-gene NHS MMR analyses increased from 1044 in fy_2016, to 1065 in fy_2017, to 1232 in fy_2018, to 1403 in fy_2019, a 34% increase from fy_2016 to fy_2019 (online supplemental table 2).

The following descriptive analyses were conducted on the NDRS germline MMR dataset limited to NHS MMR analyses authorised between calendar years 2001 and 2019 inclusive, incorporating data from 12 out of 13 laboratories (see the Methods section). These analyses comprise data on 14583 patients, of whom 8373 underwent full-gene analyses and 6210 targeted analyses.

Figure 2 NDRS germline MMR dataset comparison with estimated total NHS germline MMR gene analyses in England for financial years April 1996–March 2020. Y-axis: number of patients who received an NHS MMR analysis. X-axis: financial year (fy). Blue bars: NDRS total tests–total number of patients who received an NHS MMR analysis captured in the NDRS germline MMR dataset. Orange bars: Adjusted consensus analyses total–estimate of the national total NHS MMR analyses undertaken, calculated from integration of NDRS and CMGS/ACGS audit data. The table beneath the X-axis shows the NDRS germline MMR dataset and adjusted consensus analyses totals broken down into full gene and targeted analyses. (See online supplemental methods and online supplemental table 2 for calculation.) Both NDRS and CMGS/ACGS data included a small number of repeat MMR analyses for patients returning to clinical genetics services and receiving subsequent MMR gene analyses. Patients in the NDRS germline MMR dataset with >1 test episode=439 (see online supplemental methods). CMGS/ACGS, Clinical Molecular Genetics Society/Association of Clinical Genomic Science; MMR, mismatch repair; NDRS, National Disease Registration Service; NHS, National Health Service.
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Pattern of gene testing

Until 2008, the predominant pattern of full-gene analysis was MLH1/MSH2 in combination or as single genes. Analysis of PMS2 and MSH6 was first reported in 2006 with testing of three/four genes being offered increasingly commonly from 2008 (figure 3, online supplemental figure 2). These patterns potentially reflect the later discovery of the ‘newer’ MMR genes MSH6 and PMS2, changes in MMR tumour ‘screening’ practices from MSI to IHC, difficulties establishing assays for PMS2 due to the presence of pseudogenes, and more recently increased capacity of Next-generation Sequencing (NGS) to deliver panel testing.

Data linkage and cancer status of patients tested

For 90.2% (13150/14583) of patients in the NDRS germline MMR dataset, both pseudo-ID1 and pseudo-ID2 were available, maximising potential for successful, accurate data linkage. For 0.5% (72/14583), only pseudo-ID1 was available; for 8.6% (1256/14583), only pseudo-ID2 was available; and for 0.7% (105/14583), no linkage pseudonyms could be created. This proportion varied over time with >95% of patient-level records after 2011 having both pseudo-ID1 and pseudo-ID2 available. Due to the timing of adoption of NHS numbers, prior to 2008, most patient-level records had only pseudo-ID2 available (figure 1, online supplemental methods, online supplemental figure 3).

Via linkage to the National Cancer Registry using pseudo-ID1 and pseudo-ID2, 70% (5831/8282) of patients who had full-gene MMR analysis and had linkage pseudonyms available, had one or more pretest diagnoses of cancer. These pretest cancers comprised: 4289 colorectal cancers (ICD10 C18-20), 1003 uterine cancers (ICD10 C54-55) and 1947 other cancers (1145 patients had >1 pretest diagnosis of cancer). About 15% (946/6196) of patients who had targeted MMR analysis and had linkage pseudonyms available, had a registered cancer. In 646 patients, the diagnosis was prior to, and in 408 patients, the diagnosis was subsequent to germline testing (108 patients had a cancer diagnosed both before and after the test) (figure 4, online supplemental table 3). For cancer probands in whom germline MMR testing was performed subsequent to their cancer diagnosis, the median age at diagnosis was 51 for colorectal cancer and 54 for endometrial (online supplemental table 4).

Identification of abnormal variants

Normal patient-level results are defined as those (1) labelled by the submitting laboratory as ‘negative results’ and/or (2) containing only variant(s) classified by the laboratory as B or LB. Abnormal results are defined as those (1) labelled by the submitting laboratory as ‘positive results’ and/or (2) contain rare variants which are labelled by the laboratory as VUS, LP, P or unclassified. For patients with multiple variants potentially in multiple genes, only the most significant result (P>LP>VUS>abnormal unclassified>normal) for that patient test episode is counted.

The proportion of the 8373 full-gene analyses with an abnormal result is roughly consistent from 2008 onwards at ~28% (figure 5). Of the data submissions corresponding to these abnormal results, a variant could be computationally extracted in 76% of cases, of which 96% were correct on basic HGVS nomenclature checking (Mutalyzer V2.0.35, online supplemental methods). Of the 24% of abnormal results where a variant was not computationally extracted, inspection of the...
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raw data submissions revealed that >80% were copy number variants described using highly variable natural language terminologies rather than HGVS-compliant variant nomenclature. Overall, variant pathogenicity classifications were only provided by the submitting laboratory for 29% of abnormal results (figure 5). For the 4 out of 12 laboratories that provided pathogenicity classifications for all abnormal results including copy number variants, the rate of identification of a P or LP variant among unique patients undergoing full-gene MMR analyses was 15% (14% P, 1% LP, 6% VUS, 79% LB/B/No variant), with 71% of abnormal results being P/LP (online supplemental table 5).

DISCUSSION
We have presented an overview of the patient-level NHS MMR analyses amalgamated within the NDRS germline MMR dataset. These data provide opportunity for detailed analyses of the volumes of gene testing, patterns of genes analysed, frequency of abnormal results and, via linkage within NDRS to cancer registrations, of the pre-genetic and post-genetic test cancer profiles of patients undergoing NHS MMR analyses. We have estimated the historic completeness of the NDRS germline MMR dataset using CMGS/ACGS laboratory-level audit data dating back to 1998. Combined, these data provide comprehensive insights into NHS MMR analyses performed across all English NHS regional molecular genetic laboratories since initiation of NHS MMR analyses in 1996.

With patient-level data from 16,722 patients (accessed 11 June 2022) the NDRS germline MMR dataset is the largest single-country dataset of germline MMR testing reported to date. Storage within NDRS means this dataset can be linked to pre-existing national datasets of cancer registrations, treatments and outcomes and therefore can form the basis for a prospective cohort study of individuals who have undergone MMR testing, to answer key questions regarding the diagnosis and management of patients with LS. Additionally, as the NDRS germline MMR dataset captures normal MMR analyses too, there are numerators and denominators for variants observed, which are useful for interpretation of VUSs.23

These opportunities will compliment those afforded by the Prospective Lynch Syndrome Database which comprises 5,199 MMR mutation carriers, ascertained across multiple countries with different LS diagnostic pathways and management protocols.2
National NHS MMR testing activity

Although derived for earlier years from approximations based on audit data, the low volume of MMR analyses undertaken in England between April 1996 and March 2020 is striking. The NDRS germline MMR dataset is nationally complete for full-gene MMR analyses conducted between April 2016 and March 2020. Even during this period when NGS technologies are well established, on average, only 1186 patients received a full-gene MMR analysis per year in England, a country with population of ~56 million. In total for the period April 1996–March 2020, we estimate full-gene analyses were performed on 14191 patients and targeted analyses on 12428 patients. The rate of detection of P/LP variants in full-gene analyses where provided in the NDRS data was on average 15% (online supplemental table 5) and the rate of abnormal results on targeted tests was 45%. Thus, we estimate the number of mutation carriers detected April 1996–March 2020 to be 2129 (from full gene testing) and 5593 (from cascade testing). The predicted number of MMR mutation carriers in England is ~200 000 (based on an estimated mutational prevalence of 1/279 and an estimated population size of 56 million). Thus, even allowing for variation in these estimates and activity subsequent to 2020, it is likely that we have identified fewer than 5% of the MMR mutation carriers in England. The modest number of individuals in whom targeted (predictive) germline MMR analysis has been performed is also noteworthy. While predicted yields from family cascading are often overestimated, these rates indicate that additional resource invested in familial cascading may be warranted following identification of familial probands. 

Limitations

There are significant limitations to the NDRS germline MMR dataset, inherent in complete amalgamation under healthcare data governance rather than biased, patchy, incomplete opt-in via individual-level research consent. Due to changes in LIMS structures over time, laboratories were unable to extract and submit the totality of their historic NHS MMR analyses. The NDRS germline MMR dataset is only nationally complete for full-gene analyses from 2016 onwards. For 4 out of 13 laboratories, targeted gene analyses were not submitted. We were able to estimate gaps in the NDRS germline MMR dataset using CMGS/ACGS national audit data. However, these estimates are limited by the CMGS/ACGS audit data only dating from 1998 to 2016, including some non-NHS MMR and MSI analyses, and lacking breakdown into full gene versus targeted analyses. The 13 laboratories that conducted NHS MMR analyses between 1996 and 2020 were provided with the NDRS common data model on which to design their local data extracts (online supplemental table 1). Some laboratories were able to
submit structured data extracts with fields matching those in the common data model. However, many laboratories were not able to submit data in the structure requested, on account of limited local informatics/bioinformatics resource as well as the heterogeneity over time of their LIMS. For most laboratories, in order to reconstruct the data into the NDRS common data model, data items needed to be derived from multiple data fields or reference to external indices (eg, local laboratory test codes defining gene sets), or extracted from free text clinical report wording (eg, gene and variant data). Part of the laboratory-specific computational algorithms was recognition and extraction of HGVS-compliant variant nomenclature. Accordingly, the computational algorithms were not designed to recognise/extract informally or inaccurately described variants, which applied in particular to copy number variants. In the longer term, only through significant revision and consistency in the design of LIMS systems, as well as how they are populated from bioinformatics workflows, will it be possible to optimise accuracy and completeness of variant-level data for centralised submission and amalgamation in NDRS (or other central resources). In the meantime, manual review will be required to evaluate the 24% of abnormal results with non-recognisable variant nomenclature.

Missing patient identifiers for <1% of patient records prevented linkage to the NDRS cancer registry. However, for 8.6% of patient-level records, only pseudo-ID2 is available, for which linkage is less robust. In the NDRS germline MMR dataset, for patients who have undergone full-gene analysis and have sufficient pseudonyms available for linkage to the cancer registry, 70% linked to one or more registered cancer(s) diagnosed before their genetic test. Local audit in a subset of centres against locally held data on cancer diagnoses confirmed validity of scenarios in which there was non-linkage of full-gene analyses to registered cancers. Explanatory factors include MMR analyses being undertaken on account of benign tumours, family history of cancer and/or for syndromic features. However, some cancers were missed where the patient received cancer treatment outside of England or in the private sector (online supplemental methods). Pseudonymisation required on account of the healthcare data governance (rather than individual-level research consent), limited full investigation across the complete dataset for individuals not linking to the cancer registrations.

Prior to 2017, most individuals undergoing diagnostic testing for LS were preselected on the basis of meeting Amsterdam/Bethesda criteria defining ‘enrichment’ for personal or familial cancer history.6 7 This preselection continues currently for patients presenting to clinical genetics services with historic diagnoses or family histories of Lynch-related cancers. However, this runs in parallel to universal LS tumour screening of consenting individuals against locally held data on cancer diagnoses, with 70% linked to one or more registered cancer(s) diagnosed before their genetic test. Local audit in a subset of centres against locally held data on cancer diagnoses confirmed validity of scenarios in which there was non-linkage of full-gene analyses to registered cancers. Explanatory factors include MMR analyses being undertaken on account of benign tumours, family history of cancer and/or for syndromic features. However, some cancers were missed where the patient received cancer treatment outside of England or in the private sector (online supplemental methods). Pseudonymisation required on account of the healthcare data governance (rather than individual-level research consent), limited full investigation across the complete dataset for individuals not linking to the cancer registrations.

Prior to 2017, most individuals undergoing diagnostic testing for LS were preselected on the basis of meeting Amsterdam/Bethesda criteria defining ‘enrichment’ for personal or familial cancer history.6 7 This preselection continues currently for patients presenting to clinical genetics services with historic diagnoses or family histories of Lynch-related cancers. However, this runs in parallel to universal LS tumour screening of prospectively identified bowel and endometrial cancers.8–10 Case-specific clinical test indication and family history information was not collected in the NDRS germline MMR dataset. Hence, inability to deconvolute this mixed ascertainment limits some of the dataset’s uses for epidemiological and variant interpretation applications.

Due to Family IDs not being consistently held within laboratory LIMS systems, and lack of consistent national formats, it is not possible to link records for family members together. However, it has been standard practice to communicate across genetics centres to ensure full-gene testing is not undertaken in additional family members where a PV has already been ascertained in the family.

Future directions

Additional analyses of the NDRS germline MMR dataset are underway to further evaluate the extracted variants, their nomenclature and pathogenicity according to current classification systems. This will provide insight into the accuracy by which variant nomenclature is ascribed by laboratories, the fidelity by which this can be extracted by computational algorithms from laboratory submissions, and more accurate estimation of the number of MMR PV carriers present within the dataset.

NICE guidance on universal LS tumour screening of bowel and endometrial cancers was published in 2017 and 2020, respectively. NDRS cancer registrations have included somatic molecular data since 2016 and MSI, MMR IHC, BRAF and MLH1 methylation analysis is available for all tumours diagnosed from 2019 onwards. Together with linkage to national cancer registrations, this will allow comprehensive analysis of the full LS testing pathway, enabling evaluation of compliance with NICE guidance and equity across groups. Temporal evaluation of rates of full-gene NHS MMR analyses of probands, LS diagnoses and subsequent targeted analyses in relatives will be informative to evaluate the effectiveness of NICE recommendations.

Longitudinal outcome analysis of patients with LS and cancer, stratified by cancer treatment, will be possible via linkage to cancer registrations, HES, SACT, RTDS and ONS mortality data. Detailed pathology records are also available for all cancers diagnosed, with potential for identification of previously unrecognised features and subtypes. Longitudinal analysis of LS carriers without a previous diagnosis of cancer will enable study of cancer incidence and the impact of surveillance (eg, colonoscopy) and risk-reducing surgeries (eg, hysterectomy). Evaluation of the frequency of testing for and identification of Constitutional Mismatch Repair Deficiency (CMMRD) will be possible via analysis of probands undergoing MMR testing in childhood, in conjunction with instances of paediatric tumours and presence of dual mutations.

Furthermore, there is opportunity to use these data as the basis of Lynch syndrome patient registries, aimed at ensuring correct follow-up and management of mutation carriers as well as a resource for identifying individuals suitable for therapeutic trials. However, for a complete national registry, full retrieval of all MMR mutation carriers identified at each centre is required.

In regard of sustainability, infrastructure for submission of NHS germline genetic analyses data is now well-established and English laboratories conducting NHS MMR and other cancer susceptibility gene analyses submit regular data prospectively. This growing dataset will provide improved power for service evaluation and research. Furthermore, with migration in 2021 of the NDRS from PHE to NHS Digital/NHS England, the wider legal accountabilities for data capture provide additional momentum and reduce requirement for pseudonymisation.

Summary

We have provided a description and analysis of amalgamated national germline MMR testing data from across English NHS regional molecular genomics laboratories from 1998 to 2020 with complete patient-level national data for full-gene analyses for 2016–2020. These data illustrate some of the opportunities, complexities and limitations inherent in national amalgamation of real-world genomic data from multiple laboratories, along with future directions by which the completeness and accuracy of this dataset will be improved. Collection of data under healthcare data governance rather than individual level research consent allows unbiased collection of complete national data,
but adds challenges in regard of use of identifiers and data access. There is opportunity from this full national-level amalgamation of healthcare genomic data to generate a register of the patients analysed and a catalogue of the results detected. The location of these data within NDRS and NHS Digital allows prospective and retrospective linkage, not just to registered cancers, but also to national datasets holding patient characteristics such as ethnicity and geography, hospital episodes such as surgery and endoscopy and outcome data. Such national amalgamation of germline MMR testing data provides a unique opportunity for research, service evaluation and national patient registries and is, to our knowledge, the first of its kind worldwide.
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